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About Perceptive Software
Perceptive Software’s mission is to create a direct and effortless connection between financial services organizations and the documents
they need to simplify customer-focused and business activities enterprise-wide. Our flagship product, ImageNow®, lets users efficiently
capture and organize virtually any document type, then route and retrieve a precise page with a single click from within any software
application at the moment it’s needed.
The key is ImageNow’s patented integration that weaves tightly into any existing loan origination, banking, brokerage, ERP or other
type of business software application, regardless of manufacturer or platform, without programming. With ImageNow, financial services
customers worldwide build powerful document management into their existing technology investments with minimal lifetime cost.

Others promise. ImageNow...
 Captures virtually any type of document from
anywhere at any time
 Organizes documents and the business processes
they influence rapidly and easily
 Provides instant access to the precise documents
you need at the exact time you need them
 Complements the business systems that drive
your enterprise processes
 Requires minimal system management and
maintenance from your IT team
 Enables full product functionality to be delivered
via hosted or traditional deployment options
 Makes system expansions and modifications
easy on your staff and budget
 Delivers this complete, enterprise-ready package
quickly and cost-effectively

What is a Document?
Most think of a document as several pieces of paper
stapled together and crammed into a filing cabinet.
Collecting this paper electronically is crucial to working
more efficiently. Our products make the task of capturing
scanned applications, checks, loan service requests and
any other paper customer or business document effortless.
Today, paper comprises only a fraction of your
organization’s documents. Unorganized computer files,
faxes, e-mail, online forms and other pieces of unstructured
data also stifle productivity. Our sophisticated technology
captures virtually any type of electronic document —
word processing files, online applications, e-mail
correspondence and more — as seamlessly as it acquires
scanned documents.

Managing Documents. Improving Customer Service.
Moving Business Forward.
ImageNow Connects Documents, People and Progress

The subprime mortgage crisis, market consolidation
and the entry of nontraditional businesses into the financial
services industry deeply impact technology budgets and
purchasing decisions. Organizations need to purchase
software that has a low total cost of ownership, can easily
scale enterprise-wide and delivers proven return on
investment, such as the ImageNow enterprise document
management, imaging and workflow suite from Perceptive

Focused on Financial Services
Just as your customers expect focused attention on their needs, you can
expect our focused attention on the specific document management needs
in financial services today. From loan processing, retail operations, treasury
services and other customer-focused departments to accounts payable and
human resources, Perceptive Software engineers develop financial servicesspecific ImageNow product packs that complement virtually any application

Software. As many companies reduce head count, the

that drives your front- and back-office business processes.

ability to automate daily tasks and reduce fixed costs is

Designed for Value

essential in order to stay competitive. ImageNow increases
productivity, allowing staff to focus on key responsibilities

Software that needs constant attention causes headaches for financial services

instead of paper-related tasks. ImageNow also assists

professionals. Many applications on the market require significant programming

organizations in meeting the growing number of compliance

that is costly, time-consuming and delays return on investment. The ImageNow

requirements, including AML, Sarbanes-Oxley, GBL and

product suite uses patented technology to easily and seamlessly integrate with

the eSign Act, and enhances disaster recovery plans. In

your existing and future financial services and business software applications,

addition, managing documents in the electronic ImageNow

without requiring a single line of code.

repository reduces storage, office supply and mailing costs.

ImageNow is designed with priority on ease of use and minimal maintenance,

Imagine the impact at your company of having a direct

allowing you and your users to focus on what’s most important — service to

and instant connection to applicant, customer and

customers and staff and efficient business processes. Because ImageNow can

business operations information. You’d make loan and

be applied where needed quickly, customers experience immediate return on

account decisions more quickly, provide better service

investment in efficiency, time and cost-savings — not just long-term ROI down

to customers and staff, boost productivity and more.

the road.

For Lloyds TSB Financial Markets, Paul Financial,

ImageNow is competitively priced, but the real benefit to customers is the

Education Services Foundation and other financial

product’s life cost. The universal integration capabilities and flexible deployment

services organizations that use ImageNow, these

options of ImageNow make the most of your existing technology investments.

benefits are a reality.

Many software vendors insist on costly service contracts, but Perceptive

ImageNow enterprise document management, imaging

Software lets you dictate the extent of support. Our product support team is

and workflow puts you in touch with the documents you

available when you need us, but ImageNow is designed to ensure you won’t

need and with each other, with a single click, to help you

need us much as you expand document management across your enterprise.

work faster, more accurately and more collaboratively.

CAPTURE

INTEGRATED RETRIEVAL

scanned
documents

Retail Operations
Treasury Services
Accounts Payable
Human Resources
Investment Services
Loan Processing
Legal and Compliance

print to TIFF
(ImageNow
Printer)

spreadsheets

word
processing
documents
ImageNow Repository
system
reports/forms

VIEWING
inbound
faxes

e-mail

portable
document
formats

ImageNow
(full client)

WebNow
(web-based
thin client)

ImageNow
Message Agent
(web services)
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ImageNow for the Financial Services Enterprise
Flexible. Scalable. Efficiency Across Your Organization.

ImageNow’s greatest assets are innate flexibility and

ImageNow Technology Focus

scalability. From retail operations to loan processing to
human resources, ImageNow is built for ease of use and
rapid deployment, letting you quickly create enterprise-

Perceptive Software develops products and
initiatives that complement Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) environments, making it easy
for our customers to develop tight, server-side
integration between ImageNow and enterprise
business systems. This is evident within the
ImageNow Message Agent and ImageNow
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) solutions, which
enable ImageNow to send and receive information
requests from applications and systems throughout
your enterprise.
ImageNow Message Agent exposes a wide variety
of Web service operations that can be used by
customers to embed ImageNow functionality into
existing applications, portals and business
processes. For example, an existing intranet or
extranet portal may be easily enhanced to provide
authorized brokers with access to pertinent loan
and other customer documents, without leaving
their existing portal user interface. Brokers wouldn’t
need to enter additional sign-on credentials to log
into ImageNow.
ImageNow ESB is Perceptive Software’s latest SOA
solution, providing the foundation for a new level
of integration and data exchange with business
applications. ImageNow ESB enables ImageNow
to initiate a request of another application or system
that exposes the functionality as a Web service.
This request from ImageNow to the external
environment can be the result of actions taken
within ImageNow, such as a workflow process
or from within a worksheet. One example of such
integration involves the creation of a new transaction
within a loan origination system. This transaction
would be automatically initiated when ImageNow
processes a new document, dramatically increasing
processing efficiency by increasing data integrity
and minimizing manual data entry.

wide efficiencies.
ImageNow is built with a highly scalable architecture
that simplifies the product’s cost-effective expansion into
additional software applications and other departments
across your company. Single- or multi-server, one
department or across 50 regional offices, 50 users
or 5,000 — ImageNow is made to adapt to your
organization’s unique document management needs.
WebNow™, the browser-based companion to ImageNow,
extends single-click document access and other powerful
ImageNow features beyond your headquarters, enabling
brokers, retail operations staff at bank branches and any
other employees who work remotely to review signature
cards, submit applications and complete other tasks from
any location.
Vendor independence is our ultimate goal for you; that’s
why we educate you and your users early on, empowering
you to take complete ownership of ImageNow and expand
its benefits to other areas when you’re ready.

Loan Processing
Speed Application Decisions
ImageNow captures all components of each loan file and
groups them in a project for easy review. Upon receipt, loan
files are automatically routed to the appropriate staff members
in ImageNow Workflow for immediate action. Audible alarms,
e-mail notifications and alerts in the ImageNow Message Center
encourage broker service representatives, underwriters and
other employees to complete their tasks quickly, and reporting
features enable managers to view loan processing and
productivity metrics.

Retail Operations
Enhance Customer Service
Enhance your quality of service by consolidating customer
records, signature cards, loan documents, check images, tax
documents and more in one secure electronic repository.
Integration with your existing banking software provides
authorized users at your headquarters and at branch locations
with instant access to supporting documents, enabling your
organization to quickly process transactions and respond
immediately to customer inquiries.

4
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Investment Services
Improve Information Sharing
WebNow, the browser-based complement to ImageNow, enables
brokers in any location to immediately retrieve loan applications,
correspondence and other documents from their clients’ loan
files. ImageNow can integrate with portal environments to
provide brokers with current information in a familiar
environment. Advanced security features ensure that brokers
only view files relating to their customers, so confidential
information remains secure.

Human Resources
Manage Your People Processes
HR associates can take advantage of the tight integration
between ImageNow and your business application to quickly
address employee payroll concerns and effectively administer
online employee W-4 forms. Significantly reduce documentation
loss rate and help HR associates process resumés, benefit
elections and more in a timely manner.

Accounts Payable
Maintain Operational Success
Streamline invoice processing by scanning and indexing
documents upon receipt. Boost productivity using automated
workflow queues and electronically route invoices to the
appropriate channels for faster approval. By optimizing your
accounting processes, you increase the opportunity to capitalize
on money-saving supplier discounts.

Legal & Compliance
Protect Customer Privacy
ImageNow technology comprehensively and cost-effectively
supports data integrity, confidentiality and accessibility, which are
critical to satisfying Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA and other mandates.
ImageNow security privileges ensure that only authorized users
can access applicant, policyholder and staff information, and
reporting features allow managers to monitor who accesses
documents and what action is taken.

Back-Office Operations

Treasury Services

Create Lasting Efficiencies

Eliminate Paper-Based Delays

Provide authorized personnel with single-click access to key

Replacing the paper chase with electronic document

operational documentation, including corporate treasury service

management enables the treasury department to manage its

contracts, ACH payment authorizations, Check21 agreements,

documents more efficiently and securely. Employ ImageNow

vendor agreements and more. Standardize daily work processes

to improve a variety of daily treasury activities, including remote

according to your current business model, including priority

deposit capture, account reconciliation and positive pay. By

processing, document review and approval procedures.

electronically capturing check and MICR information up front,
payment discrepancies such as unavailability of funds are
recognized and acted upon quickly, reducing the risk of fraud.

www.imagenow.com
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Loan Processing
Speed Application Decisions

ImageNow captures loan applications in any format and sends
them to the appropriate staff members for immediate processing.
Incoming applications are automatically linked to loan origination
system records, facilitating instant document access that speeds
loan processing, underwriting and issuance.
The flexibility of ImageNow Workflow enables you to adapt it to
mirror every step of your existing review process with one major
difference — no paperwork delays. Reporting features give
managers a comprehensive overview of loan processing metrics,
enabling them to better focus resources.

ImageNow at Work in Loan Processing
Expedite Loan Decisions

ImageNow Technology Focus

Instant access to files allows staff working in any location to quickly
perform daily tasks. ImageNow Workflow facilitates faster information
sharing between brokers, broker service representatives, underwriters
and other personnel, enabling them to make fast, informed loan decisions.

Improve Customer Service
With single-click access to loan files at any stage in the review process,
you can quickly answer questions from customers and brokers. And as
you'll process loan applications faster than ever before, customer satisfaction
will increase.

Simplify Loan Administration
The longer the term of a loan, the more correspondence, loan service
requests and other documents accumulate. Managing loan files electronically
in ImageNow eliminates the financial and productivity costs of housing
paperwork and enables your organization to efficiently manage each loan
from receipt of the application to purging the customer’s file.

Protect Applicant Privacy
Unlike a paper storage system, which is virtually impossible to secure,
ImageNow safeguards application files in an electronic repository that only
users with valid privileges can access. Advanced document and system
security measures built in to ImageNow — such as digital signatures,
authentication and auditing capabilities — protect every file stored in
the system.

6
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ImageNow Projects
Using ImageNow Projects, you can group
all components of an applicant’s loan file as
one object while maintaining the properties
of each document. This association makes
it possible to view loan file components at
a single glance, route them to colleagues in
ImageNow Workflow with a single click and
perform a variety of other tasks with a single
action.
ImageNow Projects can identify a missing
document, such as a verification of
employment, and notify the appropriate
staff member to encourage swift action.
Within the ImageNow Project Viewer,
system properties such as project status
and type and additional details such as
audit information are easily viewed. When
necessary you can quickly print, send via
e-mail or manage a project document
independently.

1

A loan applicant, Ted Smith, calls to check on

2

The customer service representative pulls up

3

She selects the application from the document

4

She sees the “Approved” annotation and tells

the status of his application.

Ted’s record and clicks the ImageNow button.

list to display it.

Ted that his application has been successful.

You have your answer in seconds.

“ImageNow reduced the time it
takes to process each student loan
by 50 to 60 percent and eliminated
the cost and time delays associated
with mailing documents. It has also
improved partner relations because
sending documents electronically
decreases manual labor for them.”
Ed McGowan
I.S. Manager
Education Services Foundation

www.imagenow.com
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Banking
Improve Customer Service

Many banks offer comparable products and rates, so it is customer
service that really sets organizations apart from competitors. It can
be difficult to meet customers’ needs quickly when searching for
documents in file cabinets. ImageNow puts customer records at
users’ fingertips, enabling tellers, account managers and other staff
to answer inquiries immediately.
ImageNow also enhances commercial financial services, back-office
operations, treasury, legal and other banking functions by replacing
the paper chase with more efficient workflow processes that
maximize the number of transactions your staff is able to process,
approve and complete each day.

ImageNow at Work in Banking
Invigorate Retail Operations

Creating New Efficiency in Treasury Services

Importing applications, loan agreements, correspondence and other

When implementing new treasury services for commercial

customer documents into the central ImageNow repository and linking them

customers, ImageNow allows you to capture customer

with records in your banking systems provide a new level of document

agreements electronically, link them to banking application

access to authorized tellers, loan officers and other staff members. Upon

records and route them via ImageNow Workflow to

receipt, account applications are routed to the appropriate account manager

appropriate staff members for setup completion. Instant

via ImageNow Workflow for immediate action and can be sent on to others

access to supporting documents enables support areas to

involved in account setup with just a single click. Instant document access

confirm the status of customer implementations and

and simplified workflow also speed the processing of deposits and other

utilizations, and reporting features provide verification of

transactions. Storing signatures cards in ImageNow helps banks verify

turnaround times for customer setups. ImageNow links

customer signatures before issuing funds, helping to prevent check fraud.

lockbox and/or disbursement image files to AP and AR

Improve the Customer Experience
Whether your organization provides retail or commercial services, your
customers expect a timely response to their inquiries, not to be put on hold
or called back after a file cabinet search. The seamless integration between
ImageNow and your existing banking applications puts staff members at
headquarters, a customer call center or any of your branch locations just
a click away from the documents they need to meet customers’ needs
and expectations.

Boost Back-Office Operations
ImageNow captures key operational documentation, including corporate
treasury service contracts, ACH payment authorizations, vendor agreements
and Check21 image exchange agreements and stores them in a secure
electronic repository that only authorized users can access. Full-text search
capabilities give you the flexibility to find documents stored in ImageNow
using ad hoc queries, making it even easier to locate precise information
at a moment’s notice.

8
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systems, giving commercial customers a new level of
document visibility that speeds project completion.
ImageNow also supports the provision of add-on services
such as image transmissions.

1

A customer, Jim Smith, calls with a question
about the most recent monthly statement for
his checking account.

2

You open Jim’s record in your banking system

3

A list of Jim’s documents is displayed, and

4

This statement is displayed, and you quickly

and click the ImageNow button.

you select his most recent monthly statement.

find the required information and relay it to Jim.

You have your answer in seconds.

“ImageNow helps us avoid losses
because we’re not cashing checks
for unauthorized parties. Having
instant access to signature cards
allows us to answer customers’
questions without delay.”
Pam Rebusmen
Vice President
Citizens First Bank

www.imagenow.com
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ImageNow for Any Financial Services Organization
Time and Cost Savings in Front- and Back-Office Areas

Regardless of what financial services your company offers, you
deal with a multitude of paperwork that delays processes, increases
costs and inhibits customer service. ImageNow captures incoming
documents and ties them to records in your business applications
to create a direct connection between your staff and the documents
they need to do their jobs well.
ImageNow Workflow mirrors existing processes, allowing you to
move documents between individuals and departments without the
delays associated with paperwork. Instead of pulling files for internal
and external audits, you can simply route documents to an audit
queue and grant auditors temporary access privileges.

Investment Services
ImageNow captures customer applications, correspondence, contracts and
other documents submitted by broker-dealers online, via fax and e-mail and

ImageNow Technology Focus

through other channels, imports them into a secure electronic repository and
ties them to customer records in your business application for easy review.
ImageNow can automatically update business systems behind the scenes,
so when broker-dealers log into your company’s portal environment they
view current information, facilitating real-time customer service.

Credit Unions
When a customer calls with a question, he or she doesn’t want to wait while
you search a file cabinet for the required document. ImageNow puts you just
a click away from any page of any customer file, and the results are more
satisfied customers and less wasted time for your team. ImageNow is equally
effective in departments such as AP and HR, enabling you to quickly approve
invoices, evaluate job candidates and more.

Capital Markets
ImageNow captures incoming contracts and legal documents and stores
them in a secure electronic repository that only authorized users can access.
Managing documents in ImageNow helps capital market organizations
eliminate the office supply and storage costs, wasted time and potential
security risks associated with retaining unsecured paper files. ImageNow

Output Packaging
ImageNow enables authorized users to
collect documents related to a specific
customer or project and easily send them
to an agent-broker, customer, business
partner or other requestor. With a single
click in the ImageNow toolbar, a user can
select a delivery method, including
paperless outbound fax, e-mail, hard copy
or PDF, which can be saved onto a CD for
convenient viewing. The output packaging
tool enables requestors to specify their
preferred viewing method and allows your
organization to eliminate the timeconsuming and costly tasks of manually
collecting, preparing and mailing or faxing
a group of documents.

Workflow helps back- and front-office departments move files quickly through
the necessary channels, and reporting features allow managers to track the
life cycle of each document, improving business process management.

Advisory Services
ImageNow integrates with existing systems to give authorized users
single-click access to customer portfolio information. To reduce the time and
cost inefficiencies associated with printing hard copies, ImageNow captures
multi-customer reports, breaks down the report stream by customer and links
individual report pages to business system records. Strong security features
protect customer privacy and help satisfy the regulatory requirements of
Sarbanes-Oxley, the SEC and more.

“ImageNow’s flexibility makes it
effective in multiple departments.
It allows employees in different
areas to easily share information
without having to duplicate hard
copies.”
Kevin Jones
Assistant Manager of Customer Records
Lloyds TSB Financial Markets

10
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Accounts Payable and Financials
Maintain Operational Success

Accounts payable and financials are paper-intensive
departments. Success depends on how accurately and

ImageNow in Action: Automation

efficiently your staff can process the invoices, contracts

Use ImageNow to automate your financial processes such as invoice

and other documents that pervade your operation.

matching, approval and exception handling; payment generation and

ImageNow enables you to easily capture, organize,

distribution; travel and expense; receiving and more. Advanced ImageNow

access, manage and route any type of document

technology collects key information from captured documents and external

alongside your business application, ensuring swift

sources to eliminate tedious steps so staff can concentrate on valuable

financial processing, timely reimbursement and increased

projects and tasks.

opportunity for supplier discounts.

Impact of ImageNow automation in accounts payable
and procurement:

ImageNow at Work in AP
Collect All Your Financial Documents
Organize invoices, receiving paperwork, proposals,

 Simplified processes using data from documents
 Enhanced information sharing between applications
 Hands-off invoice matching, approval and payment

contracts and all other documents from any source in

 Reduced manual steps and processing errors

a single, secure repository to boost productivity.

 Immediate access to packet of related documents

Instantly Access the Right Documents
Link related documents to records in your accounting
software or any other business application for instant
retrieval from any location.

Energize Your Workflow
Route documents automatically to the right place for faster
approval and payment rather than waiting for paperwork to
be delivered and processed.

Reduce Manual Processing
Automate routine tasks so staff can focus on exceptions
and critical issues instead of dealing with paperwork.

Immediately Respond to Inquiries
Replace file cabinet searches and callbacks with real-time

“Out of all the applications I’ve worked with,
ImageNow is the easiest to administrate.
One of the biggest benefits of the system
is that we didn’t have to bring someone
in to manage it.”
Cherie Hooks
AP Systems Administrator
Premera Blue Cross

access to precise information that enables staff to provide
immediate answers to vendors and colleagues.

Improve Business Process Management
Analyze productivity statistics, identify bottlenecks and
more with comprehensive yet easy-to-use reporting
features.

www.imagenow.com
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Human Resources
Manage Your People Processes

To deliver superior service to customers and staff, your organization
must hire and retain the most talented personnel. That’s not an easy
task when you’re swimming in a sea of resumés, applications,
payroll inquiries and more.
With ImageNow, all employee information is centralized and secure.
Applicant and personnel documents alike are captured, stored and
accessible electronically, enabling you to retrieve a resumé or
answer a payroll question instantly and directly from your human
resources application.

ImageNow at Work in Human Resources

ImageNow in Action: Security

Centralize Employee Records

The security of personal information is an ever-increasing

Create a secure and instantly accessible repository for all HR-related

priority for all financial services organizations, and

documents.

the human resources department is tasked with a tall

Enhance Employee Privacy
Eliminate photocopies of records, ensuring that sensitive content
remains private.

documentation relating to your staff remains confidential
with powerful security features, including:
Digital Signatures: Electronically sign documents using

Simplify recruiting, onboarding, performance management and other

advanced public-key infrastructure technology.
Annotations: Define flexible access rules for annotations

Protect Corporate Records

and combine them with digital signatures.

Minimize the potential for misfiled or lost employee documentation.

Redaction: Conceal sensitive data in a document while

Speed Information Sharing

preserving the state of the original.

Automatically distribute job requisitions, resumés, benefit documents

Encryption: ImageNow supports the latest encryption

and more.

standards and is Common Criteria (EAL2+) certified.

Rapidly Resolve Issues

Authentication: ImageNow provides a variety of methods

Instantly view tax, benefit and other HR-related documents to resolve

to authenticate users and track document access.

discrepancies promptly.

User and Document Privileges: Tightly control access to

Enhance Regulatory Compliance

distinct system functions, documents and document types.

Quickly and easily audit employee records for internal or external audits

Auditing: Easily configure audit templates to log more than

and satisfy HIPAA requirements.

150 different ImageNow functions.

Reallocate Work to Available Resources
Shift HR and payroll tasks around based on current workload.

|

With ImageNow, you can rest assured that confidential

Streamline Core Processes
initiatives.
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Legal and Compliance
Support Data Security, Audits and Regulatory Initiatives

Given the innate vulnerability of paper, document
management is an ideal tool for helping financial services
organizations keep legally binding documents secure from
unauthorized viewing and tampering as well as in cases of
disaster. The unique architecture of ImageNow ensures
easy access to documents for authorized users, while
utilizing proven, industry-standard security features to
keep others out.
Meeting today’s regulatory mandates requires costeffective methods to address multiple requirements
simultaneously. Perceptive Software understands the
compliance issues your organization faces and offers

ImageNow for Legal Departments
Centralize Customer Records
Create a secure, centralized electronic repository for all documents, such
as contracts, leases, release forms, affidavits and other official forms or
certificates. Index records by individual client, department or the classification
of your choosing for fast retrieval.

Instantly Access Needed Documents
Eliminate the time-consuming task of searching file cabinets for important
documents. Use ImageNow’s single-click interface to give authorized users
instant access to information when they need it.

solutions you can implement as part of your overall

Secure Confidential Documentation

compliance initiative.

Maintain a high level of security for sensitive documentation. ImageNow

Perceptive Software has studied the dozens of regulations

security measures let you employ password protection and data encryption

relevant to our financial services customers and offers its

to ensure only those with a “need to know” have access to certain records.

products in support of compliance efforts with Sarbanes-

Enhance Guideline Adherence

Oxley (SOX), the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) and more.

Quickly and easily audit records in your business application against source
documents and provide backup to auditors and regulatory bodies. Provide
auditors with temporary access to your ImageNow system to reduce the
strain audits traditionally place on your staff. Give auditors reports to evaluate
individual interaction with a document, when it occurred and what actions
were taken.

“ Before implementing ImageNow,
people wanting to view a document
just needed its reference number.
Now, access privileges are granted
only to people who need to see
documents. This is yet another level
of assurance for our members.”
Sharon Kelly
Project Manager
MESSA

ImageNow for Compliance
Across almost all legislative acts and regulatory guidelines, three common
requirements stand: data integrity, data confidentiality and data accessibility.
All of these can benefit from the support offered by the ImageNow document
management, imaging and workflow suite.

Data Integrity
Store all unstructured data using indexing and tracking features to ensure
data accuracy. ImageNow’s sophisticated object store provides secure
storage and supports long-term retention.

Data Confidentiality
Authentication and encryption features provide many ways to ensure
authorized persons access only those documents they have been given
permission to view. ImageNow also allows you to track each time a document
is accessed.

Data Accessibility
A rich array of display capabilities let users access data via the most
convenient method. These capabilities tightly integrate with ImageNow’s
security features and ensure all user actions are auditable.

www.imagenow.com
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Customer Success
ImageNow in Action

Perceptive Software is committed to helping financial services
providers worldwide eliminate the burden of manual or inefficient
document management. That’s why we’ve assembled a dedicated
and knowledgeable staff whose focus is the needs and interests of
your organization.
With the delivery of comprehensive yet easy-to-use document
management software, we’re helping financial services organizations
speed customer-focused and business processes, improve service
to customers and employees and cut costs. Learn from their unique
experiences how you, too, might write your own success story with
ImageNow.

Lloyds TSB Financial Markets
Lloyds TSB Financial Markets implemented ImageNow in five departments,
including client services, customer records and securities, to overcome the
time, productivity and financial costs associated with managing more than a
million new paper records each year. Using patented technology, ImageNow
seamlessly integrated with the organization’s Atlas, Summit and Tass
applications, enabling users to retrieve financial records and correspondence
with a single click. This integrated approach helps staff share information
more effectively between departments, respond to customers’ needs
immediately and focus more on priority duties than on processing paperwork.

Michigan Education Special
Services Association (MESSA)
Implementing ImageNow quickened task completion
in multiple departments at MESSA without altering
workflow structures. When a member calls with an
inquiry, an associate pulls up the RIMS record, clicks the
ImageNow button and immediately accesses the required
information. ImageNow imports copies of all outbound
correspondence, ensuring member records are complete
and eliminating the productivity and financial costs

Storing data electronically in ImageNow has eliminated the cost of paper

associated with retaining printouts. Strong ImageNow

folders and manual document archiving. ImageNow Fax Agent directs

security features protect member privacy and support

incoming faxes into ImageNow, saving the Financial Markets division 110,000

MESSA’s HIPAA compliance initiative.

pieces of paper per year. Since it was implemented in 1996, ImageNow has
proved to be a reliable solution that effectively meets the evolving document
management needs of Lloyds TSB Financial Markets.

Quick Overview
 Number of members: 100,000+
 Documents managed in ImageNow: 1.2 million

Quick Overview

 Integration: RIMS, PeopleSoft

 Location: London, England

 Departments using ImageNow: 7

 Departments using ImageNow: 5
 Integration: Atlas, Summit, Tass
 Using ImageNow since: 1996

“The ability of ImageNow to integrate
with any application helped our
decision-making process. The
professionalism of Perceptive
Software’s employees was another
factor – they deliver everything on
time.”
Ed McGowan
I.S. Manager
Education Services Foundation

14
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Paul Financial

Education Services Foundation

Paul Financial processes 25,000 loans annually, generating

Replacing paper-based procedures with ImageNow automated workflow

about 7.5 million pages a year that the company once

has reduced the risk of document misplacement, increased employee

spent thousands of dollars each month to store off-site.

accountability and quickened student loans processing at Education Services

Deploying ImageNow helped Paul Financial make loan

Foundation (ESF). ImageNow integrated with ESF’s HELM application to

processing virtually paperless from beginning to end. The

create a direct connection between employees and the documents they

company has completely eliminated off-site storage, and

need to do their jobs well. This integrated approach enables staff members

innovative document management and workflow features

to answer borrowers’ inquiries immediately, collaborate more effectively

have quickened the lending process, allowing Paul

and access any page of a loan file at any stage of the application process.

Financial employees to do more in less time while

With ImageNow Workflow, managers have a complete history of each

providing exemplary customer service.

borrower file, enabling them to monitor who views documents and what

Approximately 60 percent of Paul Financial customers

action is taken, how long files spend in employees’ queues and the total

have both first and second mortgages, each requiring

number of projects completed in a certain time frame. This increased

many of the same hundreds of pages, which associates

document visibility and tracking has led to improved business process

used to photocopy. With ImageNow, employees simply

management.

duplicate the imaged copy and include it in the second
loan file, saving time and paper. Using ImageNow
Projects, the documents for each loan are grouped
together, allowing underwriters to see all the documents
related to each loan as a single project and to route them
through the process together.

Quick Overview
 Location: Jackson, Miss.
 Focus: Student financial services
 Integration: HELM
 Products in use: ImageNow, ImageNow Workflow, ImageNow Printer

Quick Overview
 Location: Rafael, Calif.
 Integration: NetOxygen
 Departments using ImageNow: 10
 Loans processed annually: 25,000

Citizens First Bank
Using ImageNow to manage customer and corporate documents in
ImageNow in new accounts, bookkeeping, loans and six other departments

“ImageNow has revolutionized the
way we process, underwrite and
close mortgage loans, enabling
us to provide faster loan decisions
and close loans more quickly for
our brokers and borrowers.”
Rebecca Boyd-Cohen
Senior Vice President, Wholesale Lending Operations
Paul Financial

helps Citizens First Bank provide exemplary customer service, complete daily
tasks quickly and protect customer privacy.
At CFB’s branch locations, ImageNow helps tellers to verify each customer’s
identity before approving transactions. CFB scans customer signature
cards and other supporting documents into ImageNow at its headquarters.
This information is then immediately available to authorized users at every
CFB branch. When a customer comes in to cash a check, a teller instantly
accesses the customer’s signature card in ImageNow and either confirms that
the customer is authorized to complete the transaction, or refuses payment if
the signatures don’t match.

Quick Overview
 Integration: Kirchman Bankway
 Departments using ImageNow: 9
 Location: The Villages, Fla.
 Products in use: ImageNow, WebNow, CaptureNow,
ImageNow ERM Server

Read more about the impact of ImageNow
at www.imagenow.com/success

www.imagenow.com
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